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CS/B.Pham/SEM-1/HU-101/2009-10

2009
HUMANITIES ( PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION IN

ENGLISH )

Time Allotted : 3 Hours Full Marks : 70

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as
far as practicable.

GROUP – A

( Multiple Choice Type Questions )

1. Choose the correct alternatives of the following :

10 × 1 = 10
i) The antonym of 'monarchy' is

a) failure b) antipathy

c) ignoble d) anarchy.

ii) Something which is incapable of being pierced or
penetrated is

a) inexpressible b) insurmountable

c) invincible d) impenetrable.

iii) One who is unable to pay one's debt is

a) insolvent b) renegade

c) obsolete d) animate.
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iv) One who can speak many languages is

a) linguist b) polyglot

c) alien d) ignorant.

v) The synonym of the word 'verbose' is

a) to give up b) oral

c) too full of words d) wonder.

vi) A ................ of camels.

a) series b) cluster

c) caravan d) crowd.

vii) The synonym of the word 'unison' is

a) combination b) harmony

c) short lived d) disposition.

viii) Animals living on human flesh are known as

a) omnivorous b) carnivorous

c) homicide d) cannibals.

ix) The noun form of the word 'think' is  

a) thinking b) thought

c) thoughtful d) thinks.

x) Tom has .......... English lesson on Thursday.

a) your b) her

c) his d) him.
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GROUP – B

( Short Answer Type Questions )

Answer any three of the following. 3 × 5 = 15

2. Define communication. What are the elements of

communication ? 2 + 3

3. Discuss in brief the different aspects of non-verbal

communication. 

4. How is a R le sum le  different from a CV ? 

5. Rewrite the following as directed : 5 × 1

a) He said to me, "I won't do it again". ( Change the

sentence into indirect speech )

b) He requested me not to leave him alone in the room.

( Change the sentence into direct speech )

c) One should keep one's promises. ( Change the voice )

d) He is so clever that I cannot keep pace with him. ( Turn

it into a simple sentence )

e) There have .............. been disputes with our

suppliers.

( Use the correct form of the word 'rare' ).

GROUP – C

( Long Answer Type Questions )

Answer any three of the following. 3 × 15 = 45

6. What are some of the effective reading strategies that you

would adopt in order to become an efficient reader ? 
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7. Write a letter of application along with your r le sum le  in

response to the advertisement ( given below ) published in

The Telegraph on 15 November 2009. 

SITUATIONS VACANT

A reputed pharmaceutical company requires young,

presentable Marketing Executives with good interpersonal

skills and aptitude for sales and marketing of pharmaceutical

products. Salary at par industry for right candidates. Apply

with your r le sum le  to P.O. Box No. 16283. The Telegraph,

Kolkata-72.

8. Imagine that you are doing a project on Marketing Strategies

of Pharmaceutical Companies in India. Write a letter to the

CEO, Sun Pharmaceutical Industries, Jammu-181133,

requesting him to send you information about the company's

marketing strategies. Tell him that you need the information

for research purpose and include the details of what you

want to know. 

9. Write an essay on any one of the following :

i) The fight for a clean and clear earth

ii) Student politics

iii) India in the 21st Century. 
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